er migqt
If xya and alg that are both hot (ea zcleq ci--anything more than
110 degrees fahrenheit) are mixed together, or even cold xya
that goes onto hot alg, or cold alg that goes onto hot xya, both
are xeq` because xab d`zz--the bottom taste is stronger (and
affects the food on top). If the xya is on the bottom and is cold,
and the alg on top, then only the layer of meat that touched the
alg is peeled off (dtilw), and the rest of the meat can be eaten
(the f''h brings from xzide xeqi` and the ikcxn that the reason
that the bottom overpowers, is that the top pushes into the
bottom). If both are cold, then the meat needs to be rinsed off
and it may be eaten.
xya and dpiab that are both geln (they must be salty enough that
the food would not be eaten as is, for example, when meat is
salted to draw out the blood, it is considered salty enough to
transfer taste, however, once the meat is washed off, it is not
considered salty) that touch each other, each must have their
outer layer peeled off where they touched. If only one was salted
and they touched, the one that is salted only needs to be washed
off, while the unsalted food needs to have its outer layer peeled
(salting causes transference of flavor, but not absorption, which
is why peeling is sufficient). This is referring to raw meat. If the
meat has been roasted (the `''nx adds cooked or baked) and falls
into alg that is not salty, the meat must have its outer layer
peeled, as the cooking process makes the meat more absorbent.
If there are two foods baked in an oven together, either xya

alga, or a piece of meat that is xyk and a piece that is not, or
meat or dairy with bread, raises the question does aroma impart
taste (`zlin `gix). dligzkl, meat and milk should not be cooked
together in an oven, nor xyk xya with treife meat, and bread
baked with meat or dairy should only be eaten with meat or
dairy. carica, provided the oven is vented, and neither food is
sharp, the xyk food may be eaten, as may the meat and dairy
(not together obviously), and the bread can be eaten with meat
or dairy (`zlin e`l `gix).
Two migqt should not be roasted together, to prevent them from
being mixed up.
Hot wheat bread placed on the opening of a wine barrel that
contains jqp oii is xeq`, as the bread draws flavor from the wine.
If the bread is not hot, or the barrel is closed, the bread is xzen.
If the bread is hot and made from barley wheat, even if the
barrel is closed, the bread is xeq`, as barley is more absorbent.
Any oaxw that has a reaw onf can be zay dgec and/or zn z`neh.
Therefore, if aex of l`xyi llk is `nh then the gqt oaxw can be
d`neha lk`pe aixwn (xeava diegc d`neh). This only applies to a
oaxw that has a reaw onf. This also only applies to a zn `nh. miaf,
zeaf, zecp, zecleie and zerxevn cannot be aixwn even if they
would be a aex.
A dbibg oaxw is not zay dgec or zn z`neh as since it can be
aixwn at any time on aeh mei (zekeq or gqt), or on the six days
following zereay, it is not considered to have a reaw onf.

